ABSTRACT Domain adaptation tasks have raised much attention in recent years, especially, the task of cross-domain sentiment classification (CDSC). Due to the domain discrepancy, a sentiment classifier trained in a source domain often performs less well, when directly applied to a target domain. Adversarial neural networks have been used in mainstream approaches for learning domain independent features, such as pivots, which are words with the same sentiment polarity in different domains. However, domain specific features can often determine sentiment in its context. In this paper, we propose a hierarchical attention network with prior knowledge information (HANP) for the CDSC task. Unlike other existing methods, the HANP can obtain both domain independent and domain specific features at the same time by adding prior knowledge. In addition, the HANP also includes a hierarchical representation layer with attention mechanism, so that the HANP can capture important words and sentences in relation to sentiment. Moreover, the proposed model can offer a direct visualization of the sentimental prior knowledge. The experiments on the Amazon review datasets demonstrate that the proposed HANP can significantly outperform the state-of-the-art methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
Sentiment classification is an important task in natural language processing (NLP). It can be used to identify user preferences, applied in the recommendation system or public opinion analysis [1] . Sentiment classification task aims to recognize sentiment polarity of documents (positive or negative). With the development of deep learning, many neural network-based sentiment analysis methods have achieved good results in public datasets such as IMDB movie review datasets [2] , [3] . However, effective deep learning methods are heavily dependent on large labeled training data, which requires expensive manual labeling and is time consuming. In order to alleviate the dependence on large labeled data, cross-domain sentiment classification (CDSC) has become a promising direction. A CDSC task is to train a classification
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Over the last decades, a number of methods have been proposed for CDSC. An appealing method is the Structural Correspondence Learning (SCL) method [4] . It uses pivot feature prediction tasks to introduce a projected feature space. A classifier obtained from this process works well for both source domains and target domains. This method is based on traditional discrete feature representations such as bag of words with linear classifiers. Along with the advances of deep neural networks in NLP, multi-layer neural network models such as Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) and Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) have achieved competitive performance in sentiment classification [2] , [5] . Glorot [6] has demonstrated that a deep learning system based on Stacked Denoising Auto-Encoders(SDA) with sparse rectifier units can perform unsupervised features extraction. This mechanism pulls the features of source domains and target domains close. It is highly beneficial for the domain adaptation of sentiment classifiers. Ganin et al. [7] proposed a Domain-Adversarial training of Neural Networks (DANN) for domain adaptation. DANN can extract a representation that preserves domain independent sentiment information, and ignore domain specific information. The disadvantage of DANN is lack of interpretability for directly identifying pivots. In order to improve the interpretability of deep models, Li et al. [8] proposed an end to end Adversarial Memory Network (AMN). AMN can automatically capture pivots. However, those non-pivot words that are only sentiment relevant in target domains often play an important role in CDSC. To take advantages of such a phenomenon, Li et al. [9] proposed a Hierarchical Attention Transfer Network (HATN) based on AMN. HTAN consist of two parts with one named P-net for pivots identification and the other named NP-net for aligning the non-pivots by using the pivots previously identified as a bridge. Nevertheless, given the processing structure of HATN, the pivots selection mechanism can propagate errors to the NP-net. Besides, HATN cannot distinguish dis-pivots. Dis-pivots are words that have different sentiment polarities in different domains. For example, the word ''sleepy'' has negative polarity in a book domain, but it often has positive polarity in a baby product domain.
N-grams, in general, have stable semantic and sentiment in different domains. Therefore, when training a classifier for CDSC, it is useful to incorporate such contextual information. CNN is often used to deal with contextual information [10] , [11] . Since in CDSC the contextual information trained on source domains is applied to target domains for guiding sentiment classification. The question becomes which layers of a trained CNN should be used in target domains. In the field of image domain adaptation, Yosinski et al. [12] demonstrated that the features learned from the bottom of a deep CNN (DCNN) have better transferability compared with its middle and top layers [13] . Based on this study, Long et al. [14] proposed a Deep Adaptation Network (DAN), where DCNN is applied in the domain adaptation problems. Experimental results show that DAN constructed with bottom layers of a trained DCNN can perform better adaptation than that constructed without the pre-trained DCNN bottom layers. In this paper, we also consider this finding for solving CDSC problems.
To simultaneously harness the collective power of pivots, non-pivots and dis-pivots and incorporate contextual information, we propose a hierarchical attention network with prior knowledge information (HANP) for CDSC. The proposed HANP consists of three parts: a sentiment dictionary match (SDM) layer, a three-layer CNN, and a hierarchical attention network. The SDM layer can select important sentiment words from sentiment dictionary for further classification by establishing relations between words from a source domain and target domain. The three-layer CNN preserves contextual information from a source domain to target domain. At last, the hierarchical attention network is used to assign proper weights to sentiment related sentences and words for CDSC.
Our contributions are summarized as follows: 1) We propose to use a sentiment dictionary match layer to capture important sentiment words in context, so that all pivots, non-pivots and dis-pivots can be identified explicitly for HANP. 2) To preserve contextual information, a 3-layer CNN is incorporated into HANP. 3) We have conducted empirical experiments to test the performance of HANP on various datasets. Experimental results show that HANP can achieve state-of-the-art performance on CDSC tasks. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II presents related work. The details of HANP are given in Section III. Experimental results and discussion are presented in Section IV. We draw conclusions in Section V.
II. RELATED WORK A. SENTIMENT CLASSIFICATION
Sentiment classification (SC) is a basic task in NLP. Last decades, many researchers have studied this task and proposed many practical functions. As the performance of text classifiers heavily relies on the extracted features, early work on SC mostly focuses on designing useful features from text content [15] and sentiment lexicons [16] . With the development of neural networks, most recent studies have explored the application of deep learning in sentiment classification to avoid manual feature extraction. CNN and its variants are widely used for semantic composition by automatically capturing local and global semantics [3] , [10] , [11] . Sequential model like RNN or long short-term memory (LSTM) are also verified as strong approaches for semantic composition [17] - [20] . The validity of the combination of CNN and LSTM is verified. The model C-LSTM utilizes a CNN to extract a sequence of higher-level phrase representations, and then feed them into LSTM to obtain the sentence representation [21] . It achieves comparable results on four sentiment classification datasets with much fewer parameters compared with multi-layer CNN. Wang proposes to use a regional CNN-LSTM model to predict the sentiment polarity of text [22] . By combining the regional CNN and LSTM, both local information within sentences and long distances dependency across sentences can be considered in the prediction process. In this paper, we also combine CNN and LSTM in our model.
B. PRIOR KNOWLEDGE
Prior knowledge is the knowledge that learners already have before they come across new information 1 . For sentiment classification tasks, incorporating prior knowledge into neural networks is an effective way to improve model performance. Melville et al. [23] developed an effective framework for incorporating lexical information in supervised learning for text categorization. It uses the lexical information about the polarity of each word w i to obtain probability value of P(w i |c j ), where c j is the class. The proposed method performs better than those using either background knowledge or supervised learning in isolation. When encoding documents into vectors, Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) is often used by traditional methods to represent the weight of each term in a document. Ko hypothesized that a weighting scheme with additional prior knowledge (class of this document) can achieve better performance [24] . He, therefore, proposed to use prior knowledge to replace IDF. His experiments demonstrated that this scheme outperformed KNN classifiers and SVM classifiers consistently on benchmark datasets. Yu used a sentiment dictionary as prior knowledge to label pivots. This sentiment dictionary assigns high scores to most positive and negative words. Including this prior knowledge makes the embedding process in his work more effective in CDSC tasks [25] . Huang et al. [26] encode syntactic knowledge (i.e. part-of-speech tags) in neural networks to enhance sentence representation. By evaluating the model on two sentiment classification tasks, they demonstrate that improvements can be obtained with such syntactic knowledge encoded.
C. HIERARCHICAL ATTENTION NEURAL NETWORK
Hierarchical attention neural networks have been demonstrated to perform better than word-level attention neural networks in various NLP tasks. In HAN, the first layer is designed to capture sentence level features and the second one is for document level features [2] . Our HANP is based on this structure. For CDSC task, li [9] propose a hierarchical attention transfer network (HATN) to capture non-pivots automatically. However, in this paper, we hypothesize that non-pivots, pivots and dis-pivots can all contribute to determining target domain sentiment classification. Therefore, in HANP, all these terms are considered.
III. HANP
In this section, we introduce the details of the HANP model for CDSC tasks. The problem definition and notations are first introduced. Then, we present an overview on the HANP model, followed by details of HANP components. 
, where N u t is the number of unlabelled data in target domain. The CDSC task is to design a robust classifier trained on D l s and apply it to predict the sentiment polarity of unlabelled data in D t .
B. AN OVERVIEW OF THE HANP MODEL
The architecture of the HANP is shown in Figure 1 . It consists of several parts: a word-level representation layer, a SDM layer, a 3-layer CNN, a document-level representation layer and the sentiment classifier layer. The input of HANP model contains two parts, one is a document d, the other is a sentiment dictionary sd, which is used for obtaining sentimental information and selected by some simple rules. The output of HANP is the sentiment polarity of d. The HAN part of HANP can capture important words and sentences based on the attention mechanism for sentiment classification. The function of word level representation and document-level representation are followed by [2] . The SDM layer and the 3-layer CNN layered in HANP are designed to provide compensations for cross domain problems. The SDM layer is used to capture the sentimental information, while the 3-layer CNN is used to obtain the contextual information. We describe the details of different components in the following sections.
1) WORD-LEVEL REPRESENTATION
This part includes two sub-parts, one is a word encoder with bidirectional LSTM (BLSTM), the other is word attention for extracting important words of a sentence. The output of this part is two new representations for each word of a sentence. 
We eventually obtain the annotation h 
Then the attention mechanism assigns weight α j k to each word in s j . α j k is calculated as follows:
where µ Then we generate two new representations for a word w j k . One is for dictionary match layer input, and the other is for the 3-layer CNN input. The former is calculated with the word importance weight α j k and the word embedding vector e j k as follows:
The e j k contains original embedding information so that SMD layer can capture synonyms form sentiment dictionary, which is encoded by original embedding. The latter is calculated with the word importance weight α j k and the word annotation h j k as follows:
We use h j k as the input of 3-layer CNN because it contains richer semantic information.
2) 3-LAYER CNN
Given the word representation h j k , we can get a sentence vector s j p by using a 3-layer CNN. The 3-layer CNN contains a convolutional layer, a convolutional block layer and a k_max_pooling layer. This structure is inspired by the success of very deep CNN (VDCNN) structure used in document classification [27] , image classification [5] and transfer learning [14] [12] . CNN can learn n-gram information from source domains. For example, the phrase ''not good'' (negative words plus adjectives) has an inversion of sentiment polarity. CNN can preserve the polarity of such a phrase. We use the bottom layers (3-layer) of VDCNN to transfer contextual information from a source domain to a target domain, due to the fact the VDCNN has hierarchical nature when extracting features. That is, the generalized features, e.g. domain-independent features, are extracted at the bottom layers of the network. Features extracted at the middle and top layers of the VDCNN are domain private. The support of this conclusion is given in the appendix A.
The vector h j k can be seen as a new word embedding for word w j k . Then, a convolutional step is carried out to convert this new embedding to its corresponding feature maps. A convolution operation involves a filter ω, which is applied to a window of p words to produce a new feature. For example, a feature c k:k+p−1 is generated from a window of words h
where b is a bias term and f is a no-linear function, in this paper the f is ReLU activation. This filter is applied to each possible windows of new embedding in a sentence
:n } to produce a feature map c = {c 1:p , c 2:p+1 , · · · , c n−p+1:n }. Assume we have λ feature maps, then we combine these feature maps to generate a feature matrix fm j c ∈ R (n−p+1)×λ as the input of convolutional block.
The convolutional block is a sequence of two convolutional layers, each one followed by a temporal BatchNorm layer [28] . There are λ feature maps in the convolutional block as well. The convolutional operation in the convolutional block is the same as before. It outputs a new feature matrix fm j cb . We then apply a k_max_pooling operation over each column of fm into its annotation h j . The encoding process is same as the function we mentioned in III-B1.
Similar to the word attention, we also use sentence attention mechanism to measure the importance of each sentence.
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where µ j is a hidden representation for h j and µ s is a sentence level context vector. α j is the importance weight of sentence annotation h j . We compute the document representation v d as a weighted sum of all the sentence annotations.
4) SENTIMENT DICTIONARY MATCH LAYER
The SDM layer aims to select important sentiment words from sentiment dictionary by establishing relations between non-pivots, dis-pivots from target domain and pivots, nonpivots from a source domain. Before we introduce SDM layer, let us first introduce the rules that we follow to select sentiment words. The sentiment dictionary sd consists of three parts: pivots (sd pivots ), dis-pivots (sd dis_pivots ) and nonpivots (sd non_pivots ), they are all important sentiment words for sentiment classification. All sentiment words in our sentiment dictionary are adjective or adverb. We first introduce the rules for selecting pivots. These rules are inspired by paper [25] . The pivots are sentiment words that have the same polarities in all domains, e.g., wonderful, awful, and excellent. We use a sentiment dictionary SentiWordNet3.0 [29] to select pivots. The SentiWordNet3.0 has been widely used in opinion mining applications for selecting sentiment words. Each word in this dictionary contains its part-of-speech (POS), positivity score (PosS) and negativity score (NegS). If the PosS of a word is greater than a threshold score_threshold and its NegS equals to zero, this word is saved to an intermediate sentiment dictionary msd, vice versa. When the msd is created, we select the words that appear in all domains into sd pivots . At the same time, according to the SentiWordNet3.0, we also create a Neutral Sentiment Dictionary nsd by selecting the words with their PosS and NegS both being zero.
For creating the dictionaries sd non−pivots and sd dis−pivots , we first generate a candidate word set. A POS tagging is applied to all sentences in both domains. This is done with a NLTK toolkit 2 . The outcome of this process is a set of adjectives and adverbs with their frequencies at least 5 in each domain. Non-pivots are the words in this candidate set that only appear in a single domain. Such words are selected into the dictionary sd non−pivots , if they do not appear in sd pivots or nsd. Dis-pivots are the words in this candidate set that appear in both domains. Such words are selected into the dictionary sd dis−pivots , if they do not appear in sd pivots or nsd.
Suppose that the above created sentiment dictionary has L words, sd = {sw l } L l=1 . For the word embedding process of sd, we adopt three different strategies. The words in sd pivots have consistent sentiment polarities across domains, therefore their embedding can use public word2vec.
In CDSC tasks, when applied to a target domain, a classifier processes words that are often unseen in its source domain, especially sentimental ones. Ideally, when these 2 http://www.nltk.org/ unseen sentimental words go through embedding, they are pulled close to their synonyms that the classifier might have been trained on from its source domain. As defined above, the sentimental words that only appear in one domain are words in sd non−pivots . To create such connections, embeddings of sd non−pivots words are trained with corpus from both the source domain and the target domain.
For example, in a target domain, Kitchen, a word ''elastic'' is a non-pivot. A classifier is trained on the Electronics source domain, ''elastic'' is unseen by the classifier in its training process. However, after non-pivots embedding with corpus from both Kitchen and Electronics domains, connections between ''rubber'' and ''elastic'' are built. Thereafter, even though ''elastic'' is unseen to the classifier, it still can be used similarly to the meaning of ''rubber''.
Since dis-pivots have different sentimental polarities in a different domain, it is more reasonable to generate one embedding for each domain. Therefore, for each dis-pivot, two embeddings are created by corpus from the source domain and corpus from the target domain, respectively.
The detailed word2vec pre-training for sd pivots sd non−pivots and sd dis−pivots are as follows: 1) Pivot embedding: We first initialized these words with the public 300-dimensional word2vec vectors [30] . They are fine-tuned during the training process. 2) Non-Pivot embedding: we pre-train them into 300-dimensional word2vec vectors by using both D s and D t . They are fine-tuned during the training process. 3) Dis-pivot embedding: we pre-train each dis-pivot into two 300-dimensional word2vec vectors. One is trained with D s , and the other is trained with D t . They are not fine-turned during the training process.
After word embedding for sd, we use this output as sentimental prior knowledge. In the next step, we aim to incorporate this sentimental prior knowledge into the document d.
By section III-B1, we have a representation of a word e j k in d. The sentence level importance weight α j is then multiplied to e j k , so that the word's representation is further weighted by the sentence it belongs to.
We then join each word in each sentence to form a new representation for document d: d = {w 
where the e sw l is an embedding operation on sw l . We use same function described in equation (5) to assign different weight α sw p for all sentiment words we picked out by using another word level context vector µ sw .
The vector v dict can be seen as a high level representation of important sentiment word in d.
5) SENTIMENT CLASSIFICATION
When we get the sentiment information representation v dict and the document representation v d , we concatenate these two vectors as the final representation for
For the final sentiment classification step, we use v dict and v d as two inputs for two fully connected (FC) layers. Each FC layers contains three layers and is described as:
Then we apply a softmax to the final output of the FC layer to obtain the prediction for each input document. Suppose that L d denotes the loss function to minimize the cross-entropy of using all features v d for sentiment classification, while L dict denotes the loss function using only sentimental features v dict for sentiment classification.
where y i ∈ {0, 1} are the ground truth for the ith document. y i d andŷ i dict represent the sentiment classification result by using all features and only using sentiment features, respectively. We combine these two losses with a regularization to constitute the overall objective function: (20) where ρ is a regularization parameter to balance the regularization term and other terms. The regularization term L reg is responsible for avoiding over-fitting by placing the squared l 2 regularization to parameters of two sentiment classifiers. All the parameters are optimized jointly with the standard backpropagation algorithm.
IV. EXPERIMENT
In this section, we present the performance of the proposed HANP model on Amazon public datasets.
A. DATESETS
The experiments are conducted on the Amazon reviews datasets [31] , which has been wildly used for CDSC tasks. These datasets contain reviews from five domains, and they are Books (B), DVD (D), Electronics (E), Kitchen (K) and Video (V). The details of the datasets are listed in the Table 1 . The ratio of positive and negative reviews are 1:1 in all domains for training data and valuation data. By following li's work [9] , we construct twenty CDSC tasks, for example, B → D, where the dataset B before the arrow refers to the source domain and the dataset D refers to the target domain. The proposed model is trained on the source dataset and tested on the target dataset.
B. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
The embedding method for the sentiment dictionary consists of three parts. Details are given in III-B4.
The hyper-parameters of HANP are tuned on the validation set. The hyper-parameters in the SDM layer is listed in Table 2 last two columns. The score_threshold for selecting pivots are set to 0.75. We set the maximum number of words in one sentence to 20 and the maximum number of sentences in one document to 10 according to the average number of words and sentences in each domain in Table 1 . The weights in HANP are randomly initialized by using a uniform distribution U [−0.01, 0.01]. The size of LSTM in word representation and document representation are both 100. The sizes of attention vector µ w ,µ sw and µ s are set to 50. The filter size in all convolutional operation is 3, and the numbers of filters for the convolutional layer and the convolutional block are 8 and 16. The pooling size is 8 for k_max_pooling in CNN. Table 2 . The second to fifth columns are the specific numbers of povits, non-povits and dis-pivots in sd for each domain. The last two columns record the max number of sentiment words in one document we select and the threshold value of each kind of pivots. For example, 5 is the value of top c , 0.60 is the value of threshold c .
For training, we use a mini-batch size of 50. The HANP is trained with the Adaptive Moment Estimation (Adam) with the learning rate set to 0.001 for all tasks. We perform early stopping on the validation set during the training process.
C. PERFORMANCE COMPARSION
The baseline methods in the comparison include: 1) HAN [2] : a hierarchical attention network for document classification. It progressively builds a document vector aggregating important words into a sentence and then aggregating important sentences vector to document vectors. 2) CNN-aux [25] : it is based on the CNN model proposed by Kim [10] . CNN-aux is a domain adaptation method for CDSC task based on sentence embeddings. The sentence embedding and sentiment classifier are jointly trained. 3) AMN [8] : it learns domain-shared representation based on memory networks and adversarial training. It can capture some pivots by using two shared memory networks with attention mechanism. 4) HATN h [9] : it can capture some non-pivots based on AMN. It uses an ''NP-net'' to predict whether a sentence has positive pivots or negative pivots, and it contains a hierarchical positional encoding. 5) HAN+CNN: this model is the proposed HANP modified for ablation experiments. It adds the CNN structure into HAN to verify the effect of the contextual prior knowledge. 6) HAN+CNN+Pivots: this model adds the pivots (a part of sentiment words) on the basis of HAN+CNN to verify the effect of the prior knowledge of pivots. 7) HAN+CNN+Pivots+Non-pivots: this model is to confirm the effect of non-pivots information. It adds the non-pivots on the basis of HAN+CNN+Pivots. Table 3 reports the classification accuracies of different methods on the Amazon reviews datasets. We evaluate our method on 20 transfer dataset pairs, and we use 5-fold crossvalidation on each transfer dataset pair.
The proposed model HANP consistently achieves the best performance on all transfer pairs. Compared to the sentiment dictionary based approach CNN-aux, HANP outperforms CNN-aux by 5.78% on average. Our approach exceeds HATN h by 1.10% on average in capturing pivots and non-pivots.
To validate the effectiveness of each part of the prior knowledge in HANP, we list the accuracy of adding each part to HAN.
First, we can see the HAN+CNN outperforms the HAN by 3.02% on accuracy. It shows that the CNN equipped with capturing n-gram information functionality affects on domain adaptation. It also means that the contextual information is important for the CDSC tasks. The HAN+CNN+Pivots outperforms HAN+CNN by 0.58% on accuracy. It has a slight improvement because the word level representation in HAN can pay higher attention to some pivots. Comparing HAN+CNN+Pivots+Non-pivots with HAN+CNN+Pivots, the former is 1.84% higher than the latter on accuracy. It shows that Non-pivots are important for CDSC tasks, and the sentiment dictionary that we have designed for incor- Table 3 . The accuracy of classification on the Amazon reviews dataset. * and ** indicates that our HANP method is significantly better than HATN h with p < 0.001 and p < 0.005 based on T-test, respectively. porating prior knowledge is also practical. HANP obtains 1.25% increase, compared with HAN+CNN+Pivots+Non-pivots. It shows the validity and necessity of dis-pivots in CDSC tasks. In conclusion, each part of the prior knowledge in HANP has a positive impact on improving model accuracy.
To give a more profound analysis of the impact of sentimental prior knowledge, we show the relationship between As the number of sentiment words increases, the model performance on accuracy also increases. The highest accuracy value appears at top a = 20, top b = 10 and top c = 5. This can be observed in Figure 3 . After peaks appear, each line decreases a bit and then stays relatively stable. This shows that only a certain set of sentiment words are useful for the CDSC task. The decrease of accuracy after the peak values is not significant shows that more sentiment words to HANP do not bring too much noise to HANP.
D. CASE STUDY
To obtain a better understanding of our model, we conduct a case study where the source domain is Electronics and the target domain is Kitchen.
As shown in Figure 4 , our HAN+CNN structure tends to pay more word attention to some sentiment words like perfect, poor, disappointed, and flimsy. However, HAN+CNN cannot pay enough word attention to the nonpivots like stereo, flavourful and roomy. The SDM layer can capture the non-pivots and their synonyms of nonpivots and pay more attention to some of them. Although HAN+CNN pay more word attention to dis-pivots like flimsy, it can not distinguish the different meanings of Table 4 . Samples of pivots, dis-pivots and non-pivots we select in sentiment dictionary. The third column and last column are the synonyms for words in the second and fourth columns.
dis-pivots in different domains. The SDM layer selects different synonyms for the same word flimsy in different domains.
As shown in Table 4 , we list some examples of pivots, non-pivots and dis-pivots and their synonyms found by our word2vec vectors. For non-pivots, although our model has not seen them in the source domain, it can learn the meaning of these words by finding out their synonyms. Take the word snug as an example, and it is a positive word according to its synonyms comfortable. Take the word flimsy as an example, it is a neutral word and a negative word in domain E and domain K, respectively. This shows that HANP can distinguish the different sentiment polarities of the same word in different domains.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose the HANP method for CDSC task. The proposed HANP can pay more attention to important words and sentences for sentiment classification. It can also capture important pivots, non-pivots and dis-pivots by sentiment dictionary match layer. The HANP can obtain the meaning of a non-pivot or a dis-pivot by finding out its synonyms. Experiments on the Amazon review dataset show the effectiveness of HANP. We obtain the state-of-the-art accuracy on this dataset.
APPENDIX A TRANSFER EXPERIMENTS
In this appendix, we describe the experiment and conclusions about transferability of model TVDCNN in details.
We use VDCNN as our base model. According to [27] , nine layers network structure is suitable for transfer experiments. So we conduct transfer experiments based on nine layers VDCNN structure, we abbreviate as TVDCNN.
As shown in (Fig. 5 , first two rows) 2) A2B: the weight of first two layers are copied from baseA and frozen. The rest 7 higher layers (3-9 layer) are randomly initialized and trained on dataset B. Intuitively, we use the first 2 layers from the network trained on dataset A and then studied higher layer features on top of them to classify a new target dataset B. If the A2B has the same performance on dataset B, there is an evidence that the second-layer features are general. If the performance decrease, there is an FIGURE 5. The framework of TVDCNN_n. n represents which layers are transferred in TVDCNN. In this figure n = 2, i.e., we transfer first two layers from source domain to target domain. The TVDCNN consist of four networks. All of them contain one converlutional layer, four converlutional block layers and four k_max_pooling layers. These layers have the same setting with section III-B2. The labelled rectangles (e.g. W A2 &W A3 ) represent the weight vector learned from which layer and the colour of rectangles indicates which dataset the layer was originally trained on. The closed lock represents this layer is not involved in training. evidence that the second-layer features are specific to A. (Fig. 5, row 3) 3) A stochastic network S2B: the first 2 layers are stochastic and frozen. The rest 7 higher layers (3-9) are randomly initialized and trained on dataset B. If the S2B perform as well as BaseB, there is an evidence the second-layer has no contribution to the classifier. If performance suffers, it means the second-layer has contribution to the classifier. (Fig. 5, row 4) We repeated this process for all n, n ∈ [1, 2, · · · , 9]. We use Amazon datasets as experimental data and to classify this data into two classes, positive or negative. The Amazon dataset consist of comments on different products. We random divided these different products into two different parts, i.e., part A and part B. This operation is repeated ten times.
A. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results of all A/B learning experiments on randomly split datasets are shown in Fig. 6 . The results yield many differences conclusions. In each of the following interpretations, we compare the performance from different perspectives.
SnB sets to verify whether the weights, which are learned from BaseA network are really work on dataset B. As shown in Fig 6, at the first 3 layers, the accuracy of SnB is lower than AnB. It means at least the features be obtained through first 3 layers are valid for classification.
AnB shows the transferability of the weights from BaseA at each layer. According to the result, the accuracy of A3B, A2B, and A1B is higher than BaseB 2% to 3%. It means the weights on first three layers can obtain general features. Layer four to layer nine show a more significant drop in performance, it means the features get from these layers are not general at all.
Therefore, according to the above conclusions, we use 3-layer CNN to capture contextual information and transfer these knowledges form source domain to target domain in HANP.
